
K-12 Lottery Management

Is it difficult for families in your community to engage in your lottery process
for charter schools, magnet schools, specialty programs, and more? Are you
manually processing hundreds, if not tens of thousands of application
documents? Is it difficult to operationalize or update your process due to
changing state or school system requirements each year? Do families need
to take time away from work (and perhaps getting paid) to participate in your
process? Is managing waitlists and piles of paper stressing out your staff?

With ScribChoice, school systems can:

Streamline and automate processes
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such as alerts for missing documents, lottery selection, waitlist management, and more.

ScribChoice has processed tens of thousands of student lottery applications in less than 30 minutes, and over 8.7
million student applications have been processed through the Scribbles Software suite of enrollment solutions.

Ready to get your school system started? Visit www.scribsoft.com to contact us today!

Make processes more accessible

for families through translation to 130+ languages and a mobile-friendly family dashboard that is
available 24/7.

Track application status and activity

through the user-facing audit trail, plus the Scribbles Family Dashboard and automated messaging for
families. Everyone will have more transparency into the status of an application.

Minimize staff phone calls and follow-ups

through automated messaging to alert families about missing documents and the status of 
their applications.

Ensure equitable processes

through mobile-friendly platform for families, and advanced configuration and automation of program
requirements that minimize human error.

Easy, Accessible, Fast, Secure
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What do ScribChoice customers have to say?

[Scribbles Software] was really the only [software solution] that I found that could hold the nuances of our
programs. Like most of our programs, I would say 95% of our programs all use the exact same application, but
then we have others that don't.

With [ScribChoice] the biggest thing for us was the security of the student information. We can't compromise
our data. Also, it had the robust capabilities to handle the volume that we had. It gave us the ability to oversee
what was happening at each school for compliance. It's user friendly so that our coordinators can access things
pretty easily and is very clear to families. 

The feedback that I consistently get [from internal stakeholders] is ‘This is so much easier than what we've been
doing before...This is so great...Where did you find this program?’ 

We were spending thousands of dollars just in translation services and [ScribChoice] does that on its own.

Now, because we were able to put in a process that was so easy for [our coordinators] to use, they're asking to
learn about things more on the professional development side. Because of ScribChoice, we can learn about
these other things that we were supposed to be focusing on, but we never had time for, because we spent so
much time approving our applications.” - Supervisor of Advanced Academics and Specialty Programs, Prince
William County Public Schools

Check out the full suite of Scribbles Software Solutions:
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